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Abstract

Remote technologies employed in front end (commercial) reprocessing operations of metallic and oxide
fuel at Sellafield in the UK are described. An overview of the transportation, fuel receiving and preparation
facilities are given together with the remote technology developments employed to improve operations. It is
concluded that the facilities and remote technology used within them are mature and based upon simple and
robust principles. Remote operations and maintenance in these facilities is often easier than in many facilities
downstream of the dissolution stage.

Fuel design considerations for shearing and handling are described and it is concluded that advanced and
higher burnup fuel can be accommodated by existing reprocessing and interim storage routes with current remote
technologies.

Two different storage systems are available from UK companies which use existing spent fuel handling
technology/equipment.

The pace of remote technology development is currently being set by the demands of other nuclear
process areas such as decommissioning and plant clean out; these will spin-off into front end processes.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the UK there are three commercial reactor types, Magnox, CAGR and PWR. Additionally
commercial reprocessing of various nuclear fuel from around the world takes place at British Nuclear
Fuels pic (BNFL) Sellafield plant. Both reactor and reprocessing facilities utilise remote technology
to handle and perform operations on the spent fuel during reactor discharge through to the start of the
dissolution process. Not all spent fuel in the UK is reprocessed. Magnox Electric operate an interim
dry store at Wylfa built by GEC Alsthom ESL. BNFL also offer dry storage systems to the world
market (excluding the US). These interim storage systems utilise similar handling equipment to the
more conventional reactor and wet storage handling facilities.

In this paper the remote technology applied to front end reprocessing operations in the UK
(including preparation for reprocessing) will be described. Also included will be fuel design
considerations for shearing/handling, advanced and higher burnup fuel, storage options and ongoing
developments in these areas. BNFL operate two reprocessing plants at Sellafield, one taking Magnox
metallic fuel and the second (and more recent plant) THORP taking all oxide fuel (PWR, SGHWR,
AGR, BWR etc.).

Non commercial reactor systems and fuel treatments have been omitted from this review
although there are some interesting technologies utilised which may find future application in the
treatment of commercial spent fuel.

It should be noted that at the time of writing the nuclear industry is facing significant financial
pressure not just in the UK but worldwide. Although nuclear generated electricity in the UK has
exceeded the figures for coal and gas for the first time during the second quarter of 1997, there is no
new nuclear capacity under construction whereas numerous gas fired stations are being built. Fuel
cycle costs are under great pressure and whilst in the short term this may mean reprocessing is less
favoured than interim storage, there is great optimism that the economic situation will turn and fuel
cycle costs will be driven down to make reprocessing the favourite option.
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2. REMOTE TECHNOLOGY IN FRONT END REPROCESSING OPERATIONS (INCLUDING
PREPARATION FOR REPROCESSING) AT BNFL SELL AFIELD

2.1. Transportation to Sellafleld

The fuel received from the UK, Europe or Japan is transported to Sellafield by road, rail and
sea. Used fuel is contained within purpose-built flasks that protect the fuel and maintain it in a
constant environment, as well as protecting the external environment from radioactive discharges. The
shielded flasks are constructed of steel and lead, weighing up to 110 t and carrying up to 10 t of fuel.
Flasks are designed and built to international standards and pose no hazard to people or the
environment in normal or accident transport condition. The transport of used nuclear fuel has been
taking place safely since the early 1950s, covering millions of miles without an incident involving any
breach of containment.

In order to ensure high standards of safety in the transport of used nuclear fuel, the flasks are
regularly inspected and maintained within a dedicated flask maintenance facility. The refurbishment
commences with cleaning and inspection of the flask and its associated components, followed by grit
blasting and painting, culminating in re-assembly and testing prior to dispatch.

2.2. Fuel receipts

2.2.1. Fuel Handling Plant

The fuel handling plant comprises three inlet cells, three linked storage ponds, three sub-ponds,
two decanner cells for Magnox fuel and an AGR dismantler cell. Receipt capacity is typically two
flasks per cell per day for Magnox fuel (5 t) and one flask per day per cell for AGR fuel (1 t).

Magnox and AGR fuel is received in the fuel handling facility inlet cells where the flask lids
are unbolted manually to allow them to be removed remotely. The fuel skips are unloaded and then
placed in a pond storage skip. These skips are sealed, purged and filled with water before being
lowered into the transfer channel of the main storage pond on a ramp trolley. From the transfer
channel they are transferred to their storage position by one of two skip-handling machines. These are
remotely driven and their movements are computer controlled to ensure accurate placement and fuel
movement records. Each pond has 220 grid positions and skips may be stacked up to three high. This
gives each pond a maximum capacity of 800 t Magnox fuel or 1,680 t dismantled AGR fuel.

Two of the three sub ponds are used to purge Magnox fuel skips, then their lids are removed
and the internal skip is placed in a rotary skip washing machine to remove any accumulated sludge.
The third sub pond is used for a variety of maintenance tasks on the underwater equipment and it
houses an end cropping machine for one type of Magnox fuel.

Magnox fuel remains in the pond for at least 100 days before preparation for reprocessing and
AGR fuel for about three years. During this storage period the skip handler may move the fuel under
computer control to positions in the pond where the fuel boxes may be sampled. The tooling used for
such operations is simple and is generally pole mounted and operated manually.

2.2.2. THORP (Thermal Oxide Reprocessing Plant)

LWR and consolidated AGR fuel arrives by rail at the receipt and storage building which is the
first part of THORP. Flasks are lifted by a heavy-duty crane into the receipt building for monitoring,
flask venting and, if necessary, washing.

Following receipt inspection, the flask lid bolts are removed robotically (Fig. 1) and the flasks
are lowered into the inlet pond which has two depths, eight metres and fourteen metres, in order to be
able to accommodate the different sizes of flasks - AGR flasks are smaller than PWR7 BWR flasks.
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The flask lids are remove under water, and the containers holding the fuel are lifted out. PWR/BWR
fuel is held in long steel containers known as multi-element bottles (MEBs), while AGR fuel is stored
in steel boxes. The transport flask is removed from the inlet pond, cleaned, dried and monitored. The
MEBs are placed into storage racks while the boxes of AGR fuel are moved separately. A
purpose-built crane known as the rack transfer machine, moves the racks and boxes of fuel along an
underwater channel to predetermined positions in THORP's eight-metre deep storage pond.

The use of MEBs/boxes minimises the spread of contamination, expedites unloading and
reduces radiation dose uptake to personnel to very low levels.

FIG. 1. THORP flask lid unbolting machine I POOR QUALITY
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AGR fuel remains in the storage pond until at least three years after it has been discharged from
the reactor, and PWR/BWR fuel for at least five years, to allow short-lived radioactivity to decay. The
THORP complex has two connected ponds, which together are able to hold sufficient fuel, some
3,650 t, for over four years of reprocessing.

Other buildings on the Sellafield site provide further storage for the different types of oxide
fuel that BNFL is contracted to handle. These smaller scale facilities provide the flexibility to deal
with many fuel types and designs that often require specialist handling.

2.3. Preparation for reprocessing

2.3.1. Fuel handling Plant

Magnox and AGR fuel are transferred from the storage pond to their preparation cell via the
transfer channel and ramp trolleys.

Magnox Fuel

Many different types of Magnox fuel are prepared in the decanning cell (Fig. 2). The processes
performed here are common to all Magnox variants and result in the cladding being removed by a
number of discrete operations:

• fuel elements lifted by hydraulic tong from the skips;
• desplittered (removal of external fins on certain designs of element by pushing through a

forming die);
• end fittings cropped;
• decanned (removal of Magnox cladding by pushing through can slitter head);
• bare uranium bar loaded into Magazine flask for transfer to Magnox Reprocessing Plant;
• weighed.

All fuel element movements and preparation operations in the decanner cells are performed via
fixed automation (driven by through wall shafts). The decanner cells were designed to be readily
maintainable and have all drives, hydraulic seals, connections and the majority of electrical limit
switches located outside the biological shield. Master Slave Manipulators (MSMs) and an overhead
power manipulator/crane provide the means to maintain the equipment in the cell and to intervene
where necessary.

AGR Fuel

From the storage pond AGR fuel elements are taken to the dismantling cell where the pins are
extracted from the fuel elements and placed in stainless steel slotted cans. The pins from three
elements (108 pins in total) can be consolidated into one slotted can, requiring less space for storage
and providing a suitable density for shearing in the head end section of THORP. The grids and
graphite sleeves remaining are size reduced and transferred to intermediate-level waste treatment
plants. After being loaded with fuel, the slotted cans are stored in enclosed skips in the fuel handling
plant before being transferred to THORP receipt and storage facility prior to reprocessing.

A crane rail mounted telehoist is the main handling tool for AGR elements and slotted cans.
This unit can automatically load and unload a fuel skip once referenced to the position of the skip.
The dismantler cell shares the design, operation and maintenance principles applied to the decanners.
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FIG, 3. THORP shear cell



Fuel Handling Plant remote technology & developments

Apart from the technology :dfeed in the fuel preparation route the fuel handling plant has remote
maintenance and decontamination facilities for magazines/flasks, decanner equipment, MSMs, long
tools, and heavy equipment (e.g. ramp bogies).

The fuel handling plant has been operating since 1985 and is therefore 'mature'. Developments
have largely been driven to reduce costs and waste arisings and some examples are:

• heavy duty MSMs to give greater life where heavy duty operations are performed;
• slitter heads to maximise packing density of Magnox swarf (i.e. small pieces resulting

from machining processing, here from fuel cladding);
• recanning small pieces of Magnox fuel;

• compaction of splitter waste.

2.3.2. THORP

Feed Pond

Leaving the storage pond, racks and boxes of fuel are transferred to the feed pond through a
connecting channel water by a computer-controlled rack/skip handler. In the feed pond, the containers
of fuel are vented, purged and then measured to check they have completed the specified storage time.
Purpose-built machines then open the bottles and boxes and remove the PWR/BWR fuel assemblies
and cans of AGR fuel. These are measured for radiation to check that they meet the safety
specification before being placed on a special carriage and elevated up an inclined chute into the shear
cell. Maintenance of the elevator and other underwater equipment is generally performed using pole-
mounted tools.

Shear Cell

LWR fuel assemblies and cans of AGR fuel are transferred from the elevator to the turntable
(Fig. 3), which moves the fuel in line with the shear machine. A ram pushes the fuel into the machine
where it is cut into approximately five centimetre (two inch) long pieces. These pieces fall down a
chute into one of three steel vessels known as dissolvers. Maintenance of the shear pack is performed
in specially equipped bulges which are separated from the shear cave by a shield door. Both the shear
cell and the maintenance cells are served by an overhead rail mounted servo manipulator/crane. This
handling machine is used to dismantle and assemble all other maintainable equipment in the shear
cell. Units to be maintained (including the shear pack) are transported to the maintenance area by the
crane.

THORP Remote Technology & Developments

Building on the experiences gained in designing and operating the fuel handling plant,
THORP's remote operating equipment has been designed to be simple, robust, highly reliable and
easily maintainable.

Certain contingency developments are taking place to ensure recovery options are available e.g.
in the event of a fuel element lifting feature failure. Enhancements will be made to enable the plant to
meet the business and regulatory requirements of future. At this moment in time, however, it is not
anticipated that any enhancements will need to be made in the remote technology deployed in the
front end area..
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2.4. Remote technology development in other nuclear process areas

In many respects current developments in remote technology are being driven by the
requirements of decommissioning projects and downstream waste handling plants. Examples include:

• Sonar/lidar (light detection and ranging device or laser radar) survey and guidance in
pond and silo clean-out projects;

• Remote operation vehicles (ROVs) for dry and wet environments both for inspection,
sampling and dismantling/cleanup;

• Large, sophisticated, remote dismantling machines for decommissioning redundant
processing plants and reactors;

• Automated waste sorting and size reduction facilities associated with the above.

Developments from these applications will no doubt provide spin-off benefits to the front end
reprocessing area.

3. FUEL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR SHEARING/HANDLING

In general shearing does not rank highly in fuel design priorities. In-reactor performance and
corrosion resistance are paramount. The technology of handling both at reactor and reprocessing plant
or interim store is mature with reliable grabs engaging with the fuel element or stringer end fittings
and safely moving it to the desired location.

Most PWR fuel elements are designed to be part dismantled so that failed pins may be replaced
and the element returned to service. There is little experience of this so far in the UK, but Sizewell B
is equipped with facilities to enable these operations.

The slotted cans, in which AGR fuel is consolidated, are designed to improve the shearing and
downstream waste processing. Considerations taken are:

• minimising can wall thickness and optimum material selection and physical state to
ensure a clean shear rather than a fold;

• minimise waste piece size and fuel powder production;
• maximises shear blade life.

It some cases it is not economic to remove BWR fuel shrouds at the reactor (so they may be
reused on new elements) in which case the elements may be sheared with the shroud in place.
Demonstrating the capability and optimising the shearing of such fuel is carried out on a full scale
inactive shear machine located at Sellafield. This machine also permits off-line shear pack
improvements to be verified before introduction.

4. ADVANCED AND HIGHER BURNUP FUEL

LWR operators have chosen more aggressive core designs and operation strategies to improve
capacity factors. The more demanding fuel duties include extended cycle length and fuel burnup,
increased fuel peaking factor, plant thermal uprating, higher enrichment and burnable neutron
absorbers, more sophisticated fuel designs, and new cladding materials. These have led to a demand
for more innovative fuel assembly designs that offer greater economic returns and extended cycle
length, while maintaining high fuel reliability.

Fuel cladding corrosion rates increase as fuel duties and burnup increases. This has led a
number of fuel vendors to develop advanced claddings such as ARE's OPTIN, Westinghouse's
ZIRLO, Siemens' ATRIUM & FOCUS, and Framatome's M4 & M5 [1].
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The developments in claddings basically divide into two categories; modified Zr (outside of the
ASTM specification) and duplex/triplex cladding.

Similarly assembly designs are becoming more complex in order to achieve higher safety
margins to enable higher duty and burnup. For example, Siemens is developing advanced water
channels as an option for their ATRIUM BWR 9x9 and 10x10 designs. There is also a lot of
development in bottom nozzles/filters both for PWR and BWR. There appears to be a general move
away from stainless steel and/or inconel in assembly construction. This includes both the bottom and
the top nozzles.

Most of the utilities/vendors have extensive PIE work currently in progress in order to validate
the margins for operation at high burnup and duty. Utilities are mainly concerned with ductility,
creep, and growth whereas the principle properties that affect handling & shearing are oxide thickness
and hydride content.

The developments in fuel assembly design and cladding materials should improve the final
condition of high burnup fuel with respect to corrosion and distortion. This should improve the
reliability of any handling and shearing process and also increase the possible for storage duration.

Development of advanced fuel for the UK's Magnox and AGR reactors is very limited. One
fuel worth mentioning is MagRox which is oxide fuel (AGR fuel pins) contained in an external
geometry compatible with the current operational and handling constraints imposed by the Magnox
fuel route. The current programme is to undertake a pilot loading in BNFL's Calder Hall in 1998 with
post irradiation examination in 1999 and 2000. This could be followed, if the business case is made,
by large-scale loading in other Magnox reactors.

It is too early to comment in detail on the remote technology which may be required to
accommodate this type of fuel in the reprocessing route.

5. STORAGE OPTIONS

For most nuclear utilities, spent fuel storage capacity is a key issue. Existing storage pools were
never designed to hold lifetime levels of spent fuel. Yet without a safe solution, utilities could be
forced to shut reactors down, with significant losses resulting.

With direct disposal technology unproven in terms of costs, technology and public acceptance,
there are currently only two realistic solutions to the problem, reprocessing and interim storage. In the
UK there are two interim storage solution available from different suppliers.

5.1. GEC Alsthom Engineering Ltd.

A special purpose facility has been in operation at Wylfa Nuclear Power Station to store spent
Magnox fuel for over 25 years. This was engineered by GEC Alsthom Engineering Ltd. and forms the
reference for its Modular Dry Vault Store (MDVS) [1] technology. More recent MDVSs have been
built at Fort St. Vrain, USA and PAKS, Hungary.

Wylfa's Dry Store comprises three original cells and two new ones, cells 4 and 5. The capacity
of cells 1,2 and 3 combined are 300,000 fuel elements that are loaded into the store directly from the
fuel transfer machine.

Another remote technology development worthy of note and already in service at Wylfa is the
GEC Alsthom Engineering Ltd. Helios manipulator for handling fuel. This electrically driven modular
robotic device may be configured to accept payloads between 30 kg and 200 kg with 1.5 m to 5 m
reach (Fig. 4). At Wylfa it has a reach of 4.1 m with a payload of 28 kg and is the principal remote
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handling tool in the diverse discharge facility. This facility is required to safely discharge irradiated
fuel from Wylfa's dry store - cells 4 and 5.

Wrid Roll
Continuous Rotation

DIMENSIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS

Jaw Closure Force
Weight _________

Should* Roll 540

Shoulder Pilch 240

Lift Capacity (full extension)
Wrist Torque

PERFORMANCE
Shoulder Roll —
Shoulder Pitch -
Elbow Pitch —
Forearm Roll —
Wrist Pitch-
Wrist Roll

.4.1m

.28kg

. 200Nm

. 445N

.380kg

. + 0.2mm

RANGE (PEG)
- +/-270
-+/-120
-+/-120
- +/-270
-+/-120
-continuous

OPERATING MODES AND OPTIONS
Low Level Control with Host Interface — Standard
Cartesian/Tool Frame Control — O p t i o n a l
SRS Advanced Telerobotic Controller —Optional
Six-axis Force Torque Sensor —————— Optional
Tool Interchange _ _ _ _ _ Optional

FIG. 4. GEC A Is thorn Engineering Ltd. HELIOS modular advanced robotic arm

5.2. BNFL/Sierra Nuclear Corporation (SNC) TranStor™

BNFL has collaborated with Sierra Nuclear Corporation (SNC) of the USA to provide an
advanced storage system [2]. TranStor™ to customers worldwide. This system can provide safe, low
cost, high quality interim storage for over 50 years. TranStor™ (Figs. 5 & 6) is a development of the
original and highly successful ventilated storage cask (VSC) system, which was designed in the late
1980's and is licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) of the United States. It is now in
use at a number of reactor sites. Over 100 casks have been built and a further 300 are contracted,
many of these being repeat orders.

TranStor™ is designed with simplicity in mind. Within the spent fuel pool the fuel is loaded
into a steel canister (located within a shielded cask) and fitted with a shield lid. On removal from the
pool, the shield lid is welded into place and a second structural lid is then welded on. The canister is
drained of water; vacuum dried and back filled with helium. The shielded cask containing the canister
of dry fuel is then placed on top of a reinforced concrete cask. The canister of dry fuel is lowered into
the concrete cask through a gate in the base of the uppermost cask. A lid is then fitted to the concrete
cask and it is then transferred to a simple reinforced concrete storage pad at the reactor site. Should
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there be a need to move the fuel away from the reactor site, a shipping cask has been designed to
house the canister during transport. This cask meets IAEA standards.

TranStor™ offers superior flexibility in implementation, dry storage capacity and operational
alternatives for a full range of fuel types including PWR, BWR, VVER 1000, VVER 440, Candu and
RBMK. The flexibility in implementation stems from the modular design and short construction
timescales, making it easy for utilities to add capacity as required with minimal lead times, to meet
changing spent fuel management strategies.

Shield Lid

Storage
Sleeve r

Structural Lid

Dry Helium
Atmosphere

Canister Detail

FIG. 5. TranStor canister
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Air Outlet

Concrete

Fuel Canister

Cask Lid

Inner Cask
Liner

Air Inlet

FIG. 6. TranStor module

The cask and canisters can be adapted to store fuel with a wide range of physical and
radiological parameters. The system can accommodate the high burnup and MOX fuel designs
planned for the future. Canisters can also store failed fuel and solid fuel bearing wastes.

The TranStor™ fuel canisters are transportable, allowing for fuel to be removed from the
reactor site if required, possibly to a central storage site, for reprocessing or final disposal. The
TranStor™ system is therefore compatible with any future spent fuel policy that utilities may wish to
adopt, it keeps the options open.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

This review of the remote technologies in the UK has confirmed:

• The facilities use mature remote technology;
• It is simple and robust wherever possible;
• Maintenance is more easily carried out than in facilities downstream of the shearing

process;
• Higher burnup fuel can be accommodated within the reprocessing and interim storage

routes with the same remote technologies as present day fuel;
• The pace of remote technology' development is being set by downstream waste plants,

decommissioning and clean-up projects; Front end processes will no doubt benefit from
resultant spin-offs;

• Fuel vendors are aggressively pursuing developments that will enable higher burnup and
higher performance; These developments should improve the final condition of high
burnup fuel with respect to corrosion and distortion that in turn will improve the
reliability of handling and shearing processes and also increase the maximum period for
safe storage.
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